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Competitive Bid Calculation System
BiDCOMP is the industry standard competitive bid calculation system. Virtually every competitive sale in the market has at
least one bid that is structured in BiDCOMP which makes the competitive bidding process more accurate and efficient.
BiDCOMP allows underwriters to access deal information from a
universal competitive sale calendar. This information can then be
used to create bids. As a bid is created, BiDCOMP automatically
checks against the bid parameters in the database and alerts the
user to any violations.

Quick facts
❚

The BiDCOMP/ Parity® system provides an efficient and secure
process for underwriters to submit bids and for issuers to receive
bids. With the Ipreo suite of products, both issuers and bidders
benefit from the added speed and efficiency for conducting
transactions.

❚

BiDCOMP has been in use since 1988, and is used by top 30
underwriters
BiDCOMP's competitive sale calendar is created by Ipreo's
Bond Research Database, the industry source for municipal
industry data

BiDCOMP™ features include:
❚

The ability to check for violations using the parameters supplied
on the Notice of Sale and to alert the user when the bid violates

❚

The ability to give the user up-to-the-minute market knowledge
while creating a bid by feeding pre-sale orders directly into
BiDCOMP from Ipreo's Electronic Order Entry system

❚

The ability to date and time-stamp all bids

❚

A number of different reporting options

❚

Unparalleled customer service

Easy one-click functionality for term bonds, what-if scenarios
and auto-leveling

❚

Calculations that meet all SIFMA standards

❚

❚

❚

The ability to refine bid information up to the last minute,
reflecting changing market conditions

❚

❚

Accessibility solely through a private network, either via dial-up
or leased line
Secure bid submission using 128-bit encryption

The ability to allow users to download deals to the Ipreo
Municipal Bookrunning system using a single click
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